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THE PRESIDENrS PAGE
Lkroy T. Laase
This issue of the President's Page will be devoted to chapter activity.
The health of our Society is contingent on the health of the individual
chapters. We are always interested in adding new chapters where the
outlook for a strong active chapter is promising, but even more important
is the condition of our current chapters. We are a large organization
containing many chapters in institutions with strong forensics programs
but some chapters which are relatively inactive. HOW ACTIVE IS YOUR
CHAPTER? There are a few obvious criteria by which you can gauge
the strength of your local chapter.
Does your school have a strong forensics program? Do you participate
in a number of intercollegiate tournaments, conferences, and other events?
Do you have a squad of eager and capable students beyond the mere
minimum necessary for interschool competition? Do your students par-
tieipate in debate and discussion before local civic and community groups,
or is your program solely one of intercollegiate competition? Do they ever
participate in less conventional and even experimental forms of forensic
activity, or is participation limited to traditional intercollegiate tournament
debating, oratory, and extemp? How large is your forensics budget? Is it
adequate to support a good program? These and similar questions should
enable you to evaluate for yourself whether or not you have a strong
forensics program. Certainly, forensics programs can be evaluated on more
than "win and loss" records. Any institution which runs a strong program
is likely to have a creditable competitive record.
Is your chapter active at the local level? A strong forensics program does
not necessarily mean an active chapter. Does your chapter handle corre
spondence from national officers with promptness and efficiency? Do you
submit chapter news and notes to the editor? Has anyone from your chapter
submitted an article for publication in Speaker and Gavel? Have you
nominated a distinguished alumnus for consideration for a Distinguished
Alumnus Award (see pages 52-53)? Does your chapter hold meetings with
some regularity? Does it sponsor intramural competition or a speaker's
bureau? Does it assist in the hosting of forensics guests on your campus?
Do you elect new members as they become eligible and worthy of mem
bership? Does your chapter hold a formal recognition service or banquet
for the initiation of new members and installation of officers? Is your
chapter included in your campus annual? Is DSR-TKA represented in your
rmiversity's honors convocation or in your honors recognition at commence
ment or in whatever manner members of national honor societies are cited
for recognition on your campus? Do you, the chapter officers and sponsor,
see that as many of these and similar things transpire as may be appro
priate on your campus?
Does your school participate in DSR-TKA regional and national confer
ences? Every chapter should be represented in the Society-sponsored con
ferences. Your regional conference is autonomous in accordance with the
wishes of the chapters within the region. Its pattern of events, when and
where the meeting is held, whether it is open to non-DSR-TKA schools
in the region—all these decisions and others rest with your Regional Gov
ernor and the chapters within the region. Some regions have strong regional
4
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conferences. Some regions have chosen to designate an already-established
event in the region as the regional conference. When chapter sponsors feel
that the number of established tournaments in their area preclude the ad
visability of holding an additional and separate regional conference, such
a designation is certainly better than holding no regional conference. The
question that concerns me is simply: Are you participating wholeheartedly
in your regional conference? Distance involving extensive travel costs might
preclude attendance at some national conference, but your president can
see no valid reason for not attending your regional conference.
Now that the national conference of the merged Delta Sigma Rho—Tau
Kappa Alpha Society is firmly established, its pattern reasonably stabilized,
and its location and dates determined well in advance, chapters can plan
ahead for the national conferences. Your president urges participation in
every national conference to the fullest possible extent. If distance pre
cludes taking as many participants as you would like, try to be there with
as many students as you can bring. With the current rotation plan for
location of the national conferences, one will be held almost certainly within
reasonable travel distance for every chapter every two or three years. Is it
not reasonable to expect that chapters participate in the Delta Sigma Rho-
Tau Kappa Alpha regional and national conferences?
In reading what I have written for this issue of the President's Page, I
detect a "tone" that I don't like. I sound as though I were "needling" the
chapters. If, when you evaluate your chapter by the questions I have
raised, your chapter measures up quite well to the expectations for an active
chapter, I trust you will find the tone of the article not only appropriate
but satisfying. On the other hand, if you discover activities your chapter
might do better, I hope you will forgive me for "needling" you. AU I had
intended to do was to ask that every chapter, as fully as possible, conduct
a strong forensics program, be active at the local chapter level, and par
ticipate in the DSR-TKA regional and national conferences. As the health
of the individual chapters improves, so will the general health of the Society
be better.
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ARGUMENTATION AND RHETORIC
Ray Lynn Anderson*
.  . . nothing but nonsense and paradox
will result if we ask questions about one
assertion which are only appropriate and
significant when asked about the otherd
A. C. N. Flew
The purpose of this essay is to sketch out a profile or conceptual schema
for that area of human knowledge sometimes called "argumentation." My
specific task is three-fold: (1) to define the notion of "argument" and sub
sequently "argumentation," (2) to detennine the general province of argu
mentation, and finally (3) to point out some of the ways in which rhetorical
argumentation differs from philosophical and scientific argumentation. Some
of the distinctions made in this essay are debatable. However, the nature^
of the paper itself is not argumentative but merely attempts to develop a
conceptual o\itline for argumentation that is consistent with how argument
is used, evaluated, and theorized about by most disciplines and one that
students of rhetoric and public address can live with.
To begin, "What is an argument?" The answer to this question must be
sufficiently broad to include that argument used in the several different
academic disciplines. Iiwing Copi presents one possible definition. He
claims an "argument" is "any group of propositions of which one is claimed
to follow from the others, which are regarded as providing evidence for the
truth of that one."" The trouble with this sort of definition is that the c(»n-
clusions to which it refers must ncces.sarily be of a restricted kind, i.e., tliey
must be reducible to true or false claims. Many conclusions which are
drawir from supporting propositions are evaluative and hence not properly
reducible to a specific truth status. Thus the needed broadness does not
appear in this definition. The notion of "argument" which appears to be
the most reasonable to this writer comes from the ordinary language
philosopher Stephen Toulmin. Touhnin believes that the concept of "argu
ment" covers every case where conclusions are backed by reasons of one
sort or another.'"* The root concepts in argument, according to Toulmin and
I think most scholars, are (a) support (premises or data), (b) conclusion
(claim), and (c) inference (the leap from premise to conclusion). The
concept of "argument" implies the use of language, but the language
(symbol system) used need not be presented publicly in oral or written
form. People in fact do seem to draw conclusions subjectively from support
during periods of reflection.
The next question for consideration is "What is argumentation?" The
meaning of the term "argumentation" must be related directly to the
meaning of the generic term "argument." "Argumentation," therefore, seems
* Mr. Anderson is a doctoral candidate at the University of Minnesota.
^"Introduction," Essays on Logic and Language, ed. Anthony Flew (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1961), p. 7.
^Introduction to Logic (New York: Macinillan, 1961), p, 7.
® See J. C. Cooley, "On Mr. Toulmin's Revolution in Logic," The Journal of
Philosophy, LVI (March, 1959), 297, and Stephen Toulmin, The Uses of Argu
ment (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958), pp. 11-15.
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to refer to the study or use of the process, which implicitly entails the
specific notions of support, conclusion, and inference, wherein claims are
backed by reasons. In short, "argumentation" is the study or use of the
process of making arguments.
The general province or limits of "argumentation" deal with two distinct
but related activities. The first concerns the variety of approaches available
in studying argument. The second concerns the different situations in
which argument is used.
The study of argumentation, to borrow Natanson's distinction concerning
the limits of rhetoric, can be viewed as dimensional or multi-leveled. The
student could study the argumentative intention of discourse, the techniques
of argument, the general rationale of argument, or finally the philosophy
of argument.^ Moreover, the same levels of inquiry could be developed in
studying separately the distinct root concepts of argument (evidence, con
clusions, and inference). The variety of approaches available in studying
argument imply that the province of argumentation is exceedingly broad.
Arguments may be employed in a number of different ways and in a
large variety of situations. Everyone in his daily life will at times draw
conclusions which are backed by certain reasons (evidence in its broadest
sense). The very business of the scientist is to draw and support conclusions
about the world. The literary critic is employed only because he makes and
supports specific claims about the quality of certain pieces of literature. In
recognizing the variety of situations wherein arguments are used, Brockriede
and Ehninger state, "The world of argument is vast, one seemingly without
end. Arguments arise in one realm, are resolved, and appear and reappear
in others; and new arguments appear."^ Therefore, the multi-leveled ap
proach available in studying argument and the variety of different situations
in which the process of making arguments is employed suggests that argu
mentation is an instrumental discipline.® The province of argumentation
extends to any human activity which at times studies or uses the process
for rationally establishing conclusions.
The approach one takes in using arguments and hence the way he con
ceives of argumentation is determined largely by the purposes for which
argument is employed. The purpose for using any argument is to establish
a claim of some kind. The philosopher, the scientist, and the rhetorician
employ argument to establish different kinds of claims. The specific nature
of the claim to be established dictates the way in which the arguer uses
and theorizes about argumentation. Therefore, in demonstrating how
rhetorical argumentation differs from other types I shall maintain that the
type of claim to be upheld and the concerns which arise from that claim
are the factors which distinguish one type of argument from another and
which enable the scholar to distinguish rhetorical argumentation from the
argumentation employed by the philosopher or scientist.
"Philosophical argumentation" can be distinguished from the general
notion of "argumentation" in a rather specific fashion. The aim of "philo-
* Maurice Natanson, "The Limits of Rhetoric," Quarterly Journal of Speech,
XLI (April, 1955), 139.
" "Toulmin on Argument: An Interpretation and Application," Quarterly Journal
of Speech, XLVI (February, 1960), 53.
® Donald C. Bryant, "Rhetoric: Its Functions and Its Scope," Quarterly Journal
of Speech, XXXIX (December, 1953), 424.
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sophical argumentation" is to confirm conclusions about oneself.' The old
Socratic-Platonic notion of "know thy.se]f first" is centra! to the way the
philosopher uses argument. The different branches of philosophic mquir>'
all concern such self-oriented questions as; "How should I act in relation
to others?" "What arc the limits of my knowledge?" and "What do I know
about the world which goes beyond scientific inquiry?" The conclusions
the philosopher wishes to establish about himself dictates the sort of argu
ment he will commonly employ. The support or content for the philosopher's
arguments about himself must necessarily exist within the self. Hence, as
Natanson says, "Pliilosophical arguments are es.scntially a priori in character;
i.e., they are not about matters of fact."® Becau.se the philosopher .seeks to
confirm a claim about himself, he must (contrary to Natanson's suggestion)'^
never conceal his argumentative techniques. To philosophize tiuly the
philosopher must make his argumentative methodology (inferential leaps)
as much available for inspection as his conclusions and explicitly stated
a jyriori evidence. If the philosopher's techniques are grounded in disguise,
he is not only in danger of misleading his colleagues but also himself. The
individual who willingly disguises his argumentative techniques is not trutli-
fully seeking self-knowledge from his a priori evidence and hence is not
a philosopher. Similarly, the individual who unknowingly disguises his
inferential techniques is not looking for self-knowledge in a sophisticated
fashion and is therefore a poor philosopher.
The philosopher's approach to argumentation is represented in a limited
sense by the activities of the professional logician. The logician makes the
assumption (when he operates in a formal fashion) that all the evidence
necessary for his task is independent of the world (a priori evidence). He
then constructs a system of topic neutral logical connectives within which
he arbitrarily assigns the truth status of the component parts of his argu
ments in order to explore systematical!)' all of the possible inferential leap.s
available given those logical connectives.^" His job is basically syntactical.
His evidence is a priori in character and his inferential techniques are by
definition public. So it is (roughly) with any type of philosopher when he
uses argument. The philosopher uses argument to establish a claim about
himself, and his argumentative function is made clear by his implied state
ment, "Given this a priori evidence about the self and this public inferential
leap, the following claim about the .self seems warranted." Hence, philo
sophical argumentation is characterized by (1) the type of claim it seeks
to establish (self-knowledge) which (2) demands a specific kind of evi
dence (a priori) and (3) a specific type of inference (public deduction).
The species of "scientific argumentation" stands out from the genus
"argumentation" in a rather special way. The aim of scientific argumenta
tion is inherently different from that of philosophical argumentation. The
basic goal of scientific argumentation is to establish conclusions about the
world. Consequently, the content of scientific arguments must be dependent
upon the world itself. The premises and conclusions of .scientific arguments
must be of an empirical nature (a posieriori). The scientist realizes that
" Maurice Natanson, "Rhetoric and Philosophical Argumentation," Qtuirterly
Jotimal of Speech, XLVIII (Februarv, 1962), 27.
® Ihid., 24.
" Ihid., 25.
^"John Dewey, "On Logic," Readings in Twentieth-Century Philosophy, ed.
William Alston and George Naknikian (London: The Free Press of Glencoe,
1963), pp. 165-68.
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if he is to establish his claim about the world from his factual data, then
the accuracy of that data must be determined. Unlike the philosopher who
may randomly draw from his a priori evidence, the scientist has developed
careful standards for gathering and evaluating factual data.'^'^ These stan
dards range from rules dealing with observational techniques to design
features for particular experimental studies.
The type of claim which the scientist wishes to prove also determines the
kind of inferences he makes. The philosopher's a priori data provided him
with all of the needed evidence to draw his conclusion (the claim was
contained in the premises). His inferential leap was therefore deductive.
The scientist, however, realizes that the generalizations he makes about the
world usually cover more than the evidence used in support of those
generalizations.^^ Because complete evidence for the claim is not contained
in his argument's premises, the scientist must resort to an inductive inferen
tial leap. To make his inferential leap in the most reasonable fashion the
scientist resorts to an independent logical standard. He usually follows
the rules of inductive logic to increase the probabilities that his inferential
leap is justifiable.^^ Thus scientific argumentation is characterized by (1)
the type of claim it seeks to establish (factual) which (2) demands a
certain type of evidence (empirical) and (3) a particular type of inference
(public induction). The scientist's claim can be rejected if his evidence
can be shown to be inadequate (false or inconclusive statement of fact)
or if his inferential leap is improper or rmclear. Most philosophical argu
ments are rejected on the basis of a flaw in the inferential leap employed
since the philosopher's a priori evidence is ultimately only accessible to the
philosopher-arguer himself.
"Rhetorical argumentation" must be regarded as a more encompassing
notion than either scientific or philosophical argumentation. The rhetorician
may, and often does, use philosophical or scientific arguments in his activ
ities. However, the good scientist or philosopher would probably not employ
the types of arguments which can be uniquely associated with rhetoric.
This situation can be clarified with an analysis of the rhetorician's general
aim in using argument. Karl Wallace explains the rhetorician's goal in using
argument when he asserts that the very substance of rhetoric has to do
with presenting "good reasons" as proof for "values and value-judgments,
i.e., with what is held to be good."^^ This judgment seems to he supported
by Aristotle's contention that the enthymeme (rhetorical argument as tra
ditionally conceived) was ultimately based upon the "common conception
of good."^'' Thus the rhetorician uses argument to establish value claims.
See Max Black, "Observation and Experiment," Philosophic Problems, ed.
Maurice Mandelbaum, et al. (New York; Macmillan, 1957), p. 22, and Morris R.
Cohen and Ernest Nagel, "What is Scientific Method?" Philosophic Problems,
pp. 47-49.
Bertrand Russell, "On Introduction," Philosophic Problems, p. 84.
See W. T. Jones, A History of Western Philosophy (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, 1952), II, 605-09, 970, and Arthur Pap, The Philosophy of Science (Lon
don; The Free Press of Glencoe, 1962), pp. 139-51.
^''"The Substance of Rhetoric; Good Reasons," Quarterly Journal of Speech,
XLIX (October, 1963), 248.
See Edward D. Steele, "Social Values, the Enthymeme and Speech Criticism,"
Western Speech, XXVI (Spring, 1962), 70, and Edward D. Steele and W. Charles
Redding, "The American Value System: Premises for Persuasion," Western Speech,
XXVI (Spring, 1962), 83-92.
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The "good reasons" or evidence used in supporting a value claim must be
contingent upon what is acceptable to the rhetorician's specific audience.
The claim that the rhetorician wishes to establish does not demand any
particular kind of evidence. Some audiences may prefer factual evidence
while others may respond more favorably to non-factual evidence as support
for the same value claim. The rhetorician can only determine what evidence
is appropriate by examining the existing epistemological assumptions of his
intended audience. He must know what sorts of evidence they prefer.
Needless to say, the rhetorician has no stable standard to follow in selecting
his supporting materials. Many argumentation and public speaking text
books include an analysis of different types of evidence or supporting ma
terial. Almost without exception such texts state or suggest that the speaker
should select that type of supporting material which is most meaningful to
his intended audience.^®
Unlike that of the philosopher or scientist, the claim the rhetorician
wishes to establish does not dictate a specific type of inference. The speaker
may use such forms of reasoning as deduction, induction, the syllogism
(but almost never does), analogy, correlation, etc. Baird suggests that the
type of inference used by the rhetorician also depends upon a specific
audience and social context. To use Band's own words, "Logic (inferential
leaps) need to be fused with the social setting that gives character to the
thought."" Baird's observation makes sense to this writer.
Another aspect of how the rhetorician makes inferences while using
argument deserves our attention. Since those arguments uniquely rhetorical
contain value statements, traditional systems of logic (everything from the
syllogism through the predicate calculus), which are workable for factual
statements, are not particularly helpful in analyzing rhetorical arguments.
Indeed, the validity (correctness of the inferential leap) of a rhetorical
argument may never be clear. There has been much confusion on this issue
in the past. For example, Simmons notes that "if validity is at issue, then
criticism concerns the logical connectives between premises and con
clusions."'-® From this statement Simmons mistakenly contends that all
arguments are analyzable in terms of the concept of validity. This is not
necessarily the case with arguments containing value statements (rhetorical
arguments). Those logical connectives to which Simmons refers were
constructed for factual statements and only factual statements. No one
heretofore has developed a logic that can adequately specify the formal
relations between value statements. Value statements do not lend them
selves to an either/or conception (either they are acceptable or imaccept-
able) hke factual statements (which can be conceived of as either true or
false). Value statements are dimensional and are acceptable or imaccept-
able in many varying degrees. Hence, the relationships between the de
grees of acceptability of one group of value statements and another value
statement is much more difficult to calculate than the relationship between
the truth or falsity of factual statements. The language of values is much
See James H. McBurney and Glen E. Mills, Argumentation and Debate (New
York: Macmillan, 1964), pp. 91-115, and Glen E. Mills, Reason in Controversy
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1964), pp. 97-125.
" "Speech and the 'New' Philosophies," Central States Speech Journal, XIII
(Autumn, 1962), 145.
James R. Simmons, "The Nature of Argumentation," Speech Monographs,
XXVII (November, 1960), 348.
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richer than that of science, and logical connectives for value statements
within an argument are much more difficult to find (perhaps impossible).
J. J. C. Smart has noted that the evaluative richness of the vocabularies of
natural languages such as French and English makes them unsuitable for
scientific and logical purposes, "because the process of calculation is not
possible in natural language."^®
The rhetorician certainly can present valid arguments. But he may not
always know the validity of his arguments with the same degree of precision
as the scientist or logician. The rhetorician's inferences may not be open
for inspection like those of the skilled philosopher or competent scientist.
An inability to calculate the logical relations within rhetorical argument does
not imply that rhetorical argumentation, as Johnstone claims,^" is grounded
in disguise. To claim that the rhetorician disguises his inferential leaps is
to say that he purposefully intends to mislead his audience. In truth, the
sort of language with which the rhetorician deals tends to make the infer
ential leaps in rhetorical argmnent somewhat obscure. This inherent inferen
tial ambiguity of rhetorical arguments does, however, pave the way for the
imethical rhetorician who wishes to deceive his audience. Primarily because
of the innate ambiguity of the rhetorician's inference leap, the good philos
opher would not wish to use rhetorical argument. The scientist would tend
to reject rhetorical argument because the claim he (as a scientist) wishes to
establish must be non-evaluative and hence does not allow for value state
ments as relevant supporting materials.
In conclusion, the student who wants to understand the nature, function,
and scope of rhetorical argumentation would do well to heed the words
of A. G. N. Flew when he stated, "Nothing but nonsense and paradox
will result if we ask questions about one assertion which are only appropriate
and significant when asked about the other."^^ The questions one should
ask about rhetorical argument must be determined by the sort of claims
rhetoricians uniquely make. The type of claim the philosopher wishes to
support determines how he uses and conceives of argument. The same
is true of the scientist. And the same must be said of the rhetorician.
Unfortunately, the claim the rhetorician wishes to support gives him less
insight into what sort of evidence or inference he ought to employ. Con
sistent success in using argument, therefore, may be more difficult to come
by for the rhetorician-arguer than for the philosophic or scientific arguers.
When the student recognizes this fact, he is beginning to ask some of the
right kinds of questions about rhetorical argumentation.
"Theory Construction," Essays on Logic and Language, p. 222.
Henry W. Johnstone, Jr., Philosophy and Argument (University Park: Penn
sylvania State University Press, 1959), pp. 46-48.
21 Flew, p. 7.
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ON REVISING THE TRADITIONAL DEBATE FORMAT
Richahd J. Crawford*
The traditional ten-five debate format has weathered some years of
criticism and apparently has achieved wide acceptance. There have been,
of course, numerous adaptations, but the traditional structure used at West
Point and otlicr national tonniainents approaches the "standard." Spe
cifically, according to a ^ 1964 sur\-ey, approximately 83% of tlie debate
tournaments held in this countrv employed the traditionanormat, only
8% used a cross-examination plan, and other tournaments cither used a
combination of these two or some other entirely different structure.^
The claim here is that thc~drthbdox format, although popular, has serious
shortcomings and that certain simple modifications could be adopted which
would result in a substantial improvement.
One is led to look for shortcomings in the fonnat primarily because of
the imbalance of negative wins over affirmative wins during a given debate
season. Admittedly, this imbalance varies markedly from team to team,
from proposition to proposition, and from early to late season; but a pattern
of negative victories does emerge from an examination of the contests
between two high-level, equally-matched teams. Doubtless, the clearly
superior team can expect to win regardless of format; however, in the final
elimination roimds of a quality tournament, often no team is clearly superior.
A look at the past four years of elimination rounds at West Point, for
example, suggests the pattern. In the final rounds of each of those years,
the negative won in excess of the affirmative, and of those sixty elimination
rounds (1963 through 1966) the affirmative side won twcnt)'-four as com
pared with thirty-six by the negative side. The imbalance appears significant
J as a pattern at West Point, although excessive negative victories in other
' national toumaments are often much more dramatic,-
That mnnv fnftors contribute to such an occunencc cannot be denied,
but the contention here is that the debate format is one of those factors—a
factor which is both constant and controllabie. Seemingly, the deficiency
of the traditional format is lodged in the rebuttal stnicture. The affirmative
side seems to have a structural disadvantage to overcome before winning
a close decision. There are at least two reasons why: (1) the first affirma
tive rebuttal speaker is asked to overcome in five minutes what has taken
fifteen minutes to establish and (2) the final affirmative rebuttal speech,
in practice, is often given less weight than the final^egative rebuttah
The first of these weakmesses arises merely because the negative side is
allowed two uninterrupted speeches. This "negative block" allows a skillful
team to laimch such an attack and establish so many argumentative obstacles
* Mr. Crawford is Director of Forensics and Assistant Professor of Speech at
Colorado State College.
^ Donald W. Klopf, "Practice.s in Intercollegiate Speech Tournaments," Journal
of tJie American Forem-ic Association, I (May, 1964), 50.
-One such tournament which dramatized this win-loss disparity was the 1965
United States Air Force tournament, held at Colorado Springs. Once quarterfinals
were reached, only one affirmative victory occurred. In addition, the final debate
saw two teams matched together which had met previously in a preliminary
round—the negative won this final debate but had l>een defeated in the pre
liminaries by the same team when the sides had been reversed.-
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that the first affirmative rebuttal speaker is often left to the mercy of the
critic who must ask: "Did the first affirmative do the best he could under
the circumstances?" Thus, the negative block sometimes puts the contest
into a framework approaching a "numbers game." The critic, one could
argue, should not be put in the position of giving the affirmative the benefit
of the doubt when the fault lies with the format. The negatjy^Jalock alone
gioliably accountS-iDr some of _fhe neBativc-affkn}ative_\vui-loss imbalance.
The second rebuttal-fonnat weakness obviously varies considerably from
one indu idual critic to another; nevertheless, few could deny the assertion
that a substantial number of highly-qualified debate critics only listen with
"half an ear" to the last rebuttal speech."' buleed, common written and oral
criticisms received by affirmati\'e teams point to the last speech as being
"too late" for a given answer, that the first affirmative rebuttal speaker must
approach a completion of his team's ca.se defense. The net resvilt i.s that
something less than full weight is given the last speech; yet the final nega
tive rebuttal (as well as e\er\' other speech in the debate) is attended with
an ear to "counting" every argument. Again, the critic should not be forced
to make apologies for or compensate for a weakness which may be written
into the format.
Actually, these two weaknesses ar<- so interrelated that the second is true
only if the first is true. However, the validity f>f both criticisms re.sts upon
the extent to which debate critics demand that the first affirmative rebuttal
speaker performs the difficult task of answering most, if not all, the nega
tive objections. A study conducted in J_961 indicated that a majority of
coaches make just such a demiuid. This survey, which represented the
opinion of fifty-seven coaches, revealed that 887p of the coaches said that
they "would penalize an affirmative team that failed to refute negative evils
in the first affinnative rebuttal speech," w^hile only 12% said they would
inflict no such penalty.^ Further, 82% of the coaches indicated that the\"
w"0iild "penalize an affirmative team for withholding iintil the final rebuttal
speech a nTutation to one or more vital issues." while only .said they
would not .so penalize.''
Apparently, most critics expect the first affinnative rebuttal speaker to
provide a rather comprehensive defense of his case. Furthermore, the final
rebuttal speech seemingly is given less weight, particularly if the critic felt
that a specific issue should have been handled earlier.
These limitatiorrs are intensified with regard to a wm-loss imbalance if
there is validit\" in the common charge that the iiffii-mative already has the
more difficult burden in.a debate." Perhaps the truth is that the affirmative
side is plagued by both side and format.
^ Experimental data concerninK the effectiveness of "recency" in persuasion
would pro])abl\ apply if the audience were large and untrained in argiunentation
hut likely has litde or no application to the unitjue (Ichate-critic situation.
* Herbert L. Jaine.s, "Standards for Judging Refutation," The AFA Register.
IX (Spring, 1961), 21.
•' Ibid., 22.
® Of course, the affirmative does enjoy some advantages such a.s the right to
define tenns and set the direction of the debate, ])iit this does not .seem to lie
sufficient to provide an adecjuate balance. The mere act of opening the debate
has sometimes been iLsted as an affirmative advantage, but that the opening
speaker does not have a ihance to demonstrate ability in refutation may in prac
tice reduce that "opportunity" to a .simple disadvantage.
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If these limitations are real and significant, they may possibly be over
come by some simple revisions in the design of the rebuttal speeches. With
out changing the traditional time and order of the four constructive speeches,
the following are three options for modification of the rebuttal structure:
Alternative A
First rebuttal by first affirmative 5 min.
Second rebuttal by first negative 5 min.
Third rebuttal by second affinnative 4 min.
Fourth rebuttal by second negative 5 min.
Final rebuttal by either affirmative 2 min.
Alternative B
First rebuttal by first affirmative 3 min.
Second rebuttal by first negative 5 min.
Third rebuttal by second affirmative 7 min.
Final rebuttal by second negative 5 min.
Alternative C
First rebuttal by first negative 3 min.
Second rebuttal by first affirmative 7 min.
Third rebuttal by second negative 7 min.
Final rebuttal by second affirmative 3 min.
Alternative "A" immediately rids the debate of the negative fifteen-
minute block. The result is that the pattern of alternating affirmative and
negative speeches continues to the very end of the debate. This procedure
probably has merit for its own sake, since two consecutive speeches on
the same side seem somewhat forced and artificial in format (and are cer
tainly difficult to explain to someone who has not been conditioned to accept
Such an arrangement). Next, alternative "A" would add an additional short
closing rebuttal for the purpose of observing the tradition of allowing the
affirmative to close the argument. There are probably no good reasons why
four speeches are better than five and why adding an additional minute
to the total debate to give the affirmative an adequate closing speech would
not be desirable. If, as indicated above, the final speech is given less weight
than any other debate speech, the problem would be minimized, if not
eliminated, using this format. And finally, if this rebuttal pattern did pro
duce a more evenly balanced contest, it would do so with a minimal dis
ruption of the traditional method and neither strategy nor preparation should
be affected significantly.
Alternative "B" accomplishes the same goal as the above suggestion but
gives the first affirmative rebuttal speaker only a short three-minute speech
to offset the negative constructive attack before the major thrust of the
rebuttal speeches begins. In addition, this arrangement gives the last affir
mative speaker the longest rebuttal speech in an effort to allow him suffi
cient time to meet all negative objections. Alternative "B" may seem rather
unorthodox at first because the negative is allowed to close the debate, but
there is probably no fundamental reason why this is rmdesirable. That it
would not be allowed in the courtroom is hardly a reason to dismiss the
practice in academic debate.
Alternative "C" asks for the least modification of the traditional format
by keeping the normal rebuttal order while altering the time limits. The
effort here is simply to shorten the negative block and lengthen the affirma-
(Continued on page 47)
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THE CASE FOR ABOLISHING THE NATIONAL
DEBATE TOURNAMENT
Thomas Ludlum*
Editor's Note: Mr. Ludlum's essay was written when the decision concerning
whether the national tournament sponsored by the U. S. Military Academy should
be continued under new sponsorship had not yet been made. Such a tournament
will be held in 1967. Speaker and Gavel is printing this essay because it represents
a point of view as worth considering after the policy decision has been made as
before it. We welcome the opportunity to publish the expression of other opinions
on this question, from student members of the Society as well as from faculty
sponsors.
On April 5, 1966, Colonel G. A. Lincoln of the United States Military
Academy addressed a letter to the chairmen of the district committees for
the West Point National Debate Tournament. Among other comments.
Colonel Lincoln wrote: "The Military Academy has concluded that we
should no longer sponsor the National Debate Tournament. . . . Our
appraisal of the changing times has led to the judgment that this twentietli
meeting should close our sponsorship."^
Dr. George Ziegelmueller, President of the American Forensic Association,
subsequently notified the Executive Council of the AFA of these develop
ments and solicited their opinions concerning the continuance of the national
tournament under sponsorship of that association. In reply to his letter, I
wrote expressing my view that the demise of "The National Tournament"
was in the best interest of collegiate debate. I submitted copies of my
letter to members of the executive council of AFA, the sponsors of DSR-
TKA chapters, and my colleagues in Ohio.
That letter and the subsequent responses from those forensic directors
have led to the thesis of this paper: that the directors of forensics of the
colleges and universities of the U. S. should view the end of "the national
tournament" as a propitious development and do all in their power to
insure that no similar event replaces it. Such a thesis is consistent both
with a belief in debate as a competitive activity and in tournaments as
channels for this competitive activity. The fifteen replies I received to my
letter, both the twelve affirming my position and the three contending with
that position, recognized this consistency.
Neither does this thesis imply criticism of the Academy for initiating the
tournament or hosting it in the past. The West Point National Tournament
has brought about many desirable changes in debate in the United States.
It has provided impetus for many national and international tournaments.
It has encouraged high standards of competition. It has stimulated interest
in two-man debate. However, the fact that the U. S. Military Academy
itself recognized the need for change after twenty years of sponsorship
speaks volumes. Again the Academy has contributed to growth and change
in debate.
* Mr. Ludlum is Director of Forensics, Professor of Speech, and Chairman of the
Department at Capital University. He is also a former regional governor of DSR-
TKA.
^ Ceorge Ziegelmueller, "A Report on Matters Pertaining to the Discontinuation
of the West Point National Debate Tournament" (unpublished communication),
p. 1.
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Why, then, should we not repUice this one national toumament with
another one national tournament?
First, because such a tournament contributes to a misleading concept of
intercollegiate debate. The type of world in which we live and communi
cate calls for a multiplicity of victories in many combats and not just one
final achievement over a supremo foe. Tho national champion football team
may be decided in the Rose Bowl, but many coaches, fans, and writers
would demur. The national champion basketball team may be decided by
the NC.AA toumament. However, in many of my correspondents' opinions
the best debate team (perhaps even the be?.st athletic team) is the one which
consistently does well in a variety of national competition, throughout the
United States, in any given academic year.
Our graduates, the products of ovir forensics programs (with the possible
exception of those who enter coaching), will never find it possible to aim
for, let alone achieve, final permanent recognition as a champion comTntmi-
catOT in one competitive event of short duration. Thus, the national tourna
ment contributes to a misconception of the nature of debate as an oral
communication activity.
Second, we should not replace "the national toumament" because it
detracts from other forensic events. There are a number of fine debate
tournaments now available. Among the two-maji tournaments are the
Ohio State Toumament, the Owen Coon Invitational, the Harvard Invita
tional, and the Heart of America Toumament. In addition, fine four-man
tournaments offer a variety of fonnats from the Florida Invitational Tour
ney to Pitts' Cross-Exam Toumament. The special public debate series
many schools spon.sor also deserve mention. Many of these events were not
available twenty years ago when the NN'est Point Tournament was initiated.
In addition to these open and closed invitationals, our national fraternities,
DSR-TKA and Pi Kappa Delta, have national conferences of long and
distinguished standing which feature high calibre competition in both two-
and four-man debate. Many states have traditional tournaments which
once were viewed as important events toward which to strive.
That same "national tournament" which twenty years ago contributed to
the growth and development of these events now detracts from their sig
nificance. After all, why should other tournaments be taken seriously when
special "regional" tournaments qualify those teams which will have "the"
opportunity to be "the national champion?" Thus the invitationals, national
conferences, and state tournaments become at best practice qualifiers, losing
their individual importance. In fact, the four-man tournaments become re
garded as detenents to success rather than even contributing practices.
Third, the replacement of "the national tom-nament" is unwise because
the limited number paiticipating does not justify the expense. It is astonish
ing to find tliat the Unitetl States Militaiy Academy has been investing
$15,000 to $20,000 a year in this event.- Certainly, the annual per capita
expenditure for thirt\'-eight qualifying teams, a total of seventy-six students,
is high. Furdiermore, a study of the information in Windes and Kruger's
Cluimpionship Debating^ throws additional light on fourteen years of opera
tion of the National Touniament from 1947 through 1960. To compare the
number of schools participating in that tournament during those fourteen
'Ibid., p.9.
® Russell R. Windes and Arthur N. Kmger, Championship Debating (Portland,
Maine: J. Wcston Walch, 1961).
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years (158) with the number of schools surveyed by the Academy in one
year (1,247) is probably unfair. But one may reasonably compare the 158
participating schools with the 475 spaces available during those fourteen
years. Moreover, 89 of these schools accoimt for only 113 of these spaces,
an average of 1.2 spaces. The other 69 schools account for 362 spaces,
an average of over 5.2 spaces. The efficiency of the expenditure seems
doubtful.
Thus, the directors of forensics of the colleges and universities of the
United States are faced with a vital decision. They may accept the decision
of the'United States Military Academy with grateful appreciation and move
forward to a more realistic program of forensics competition. Or they may
try to patch together our outworn concept of "one national tournament"
and the "one national champion" it produces.
TRADITIONAL DEBATE FORMAT
(Continued from page 44)
tive's first response to it. Further, this system decreases the time allotment
of the last speech, thereby giving it less significance by format to correspond
with the reduced attention it has sometimes received in practice.
Alternative "C" appears to be a good starting place for experimentation,
and for that reason it will be tried in senior division debate at the annual
"Forensic Freeze" tournament, held this year on January 13 and 14, 1967.
The experiment will be carried on by the host school, Colorado State Col
lege, Greeley, Colorado. Both judges and contestants will be asked to
evaluate the new format and, hopefully, some new insights will result from
the trial.
That no format can be formd which is superior to the one now in use
for academic debate is a possibility. However, a willingness to "tamper"
with the traditional may well produce an improved debate structure. The
various modifications suggested here seem to merit a trial, and, of course,
many other modifications could be proposed. Other tournament directors
should be encouraged to experiment with the format, for only a minimal
amount of effort is required to initiate such an undertaking, and in the
end academic debate may be the winner.
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CURRENT CRITICISM
Edited by Donald L. Torrence
BROOKE'S DILEMMA
Harry P. Kerr*
Edward W. Brooke has on him the mark of greatness.
Massachusetts' new junior Senator is the most promising political figure
to emerge from the Bay State in recent years-—^more promising at this point
in their respective careers than John F. Kennedy. The steps he chooses to
take in attempting to traverse the road to national prominence wiU almost
certainly constitute one of tire fascinating political stories of the sixties. And
tlris would be true even if Brooke were not a Negro.
Brooke's style in state pohtics is probably a reliable indicator of the image
he will try to develop in Washington. Whether or not his success in Massa
chusetts can be duphcated on a national scale is much less certain.
Some believe that Brooke gained support because he is a Negro, that
Brooke votes have been conscience votes (and cheap penance at that since
Brooke repudiates mihtant Negro organizations). Perhaps so, but I can
find little direct or indirect confirmation in talking with voters. White voters
who are asked what effect Brooke's color has on their feelings toward him
most often respond: "I don't think of Brooke as a Negro."
The public statement may not be seriously at odds with the truth.
Brooke's reputation for honesty and effectiveness has largely submerged the
fact of his race. In eighteen months as chairman of Boston's watchdog Fi
nance Commission and four subsequent years as Attorney General of the
Commonwealth, he prosecuted venal politicians, made graft more dangerous
by revising procedures for handling state funds, exposed contractors who
substituted covert payments for cement, and all the while remained im-
touched by any hint of dishonesty or political maneuvering.
An electorate which has learned the expensive way to regard pohticians
with suspicion and which cannot be dissuaded that too many hands are in
the statehouse till responded to Brooke's atypical record with overwhelming
support. His term as Finance Commission chairman earned 1,143,065 votes
and a plurality of 259,355 in his first campaign for the office of Attorney
General in 1962. The incumbent Republican governor, John A. Volpe, was
defeated by Endicott Peabody that year and no other Republican was
elected to state-wide office.
In 1964 Volpe defeated Peabody handily, but Brooke led the ticket
with 1,543,900 votes and a plurahty of 797,510, the largest achieved by
any Republican in the history of Massachusetts. Brooke carried every city
in the state and all but two of its towns.
Volpe has been reelected governor again this year with a total vote esti
mated at slightly over 1,250,000 and a plurality of about 550,000. Brooke's
margin over Peabody in the senatorial race was smaller but still substantial:
a plurality of about 430,000 and a total vote just over 1,200,000. (The extent
to which Massachusetts avoided a "white backlash," incidentally, is indi
cated by the fact that fewer than 5,000 of the two million people who cast
* Mr. Kerr is Associate Professor of Speech at Harvard University.
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votes for a gubernatorial candidate failed to vote in a senate race which
pitted a Negro against a very liberal white.)
Since Peabody's reputation for honesty equals Brooke's, one must look
to other differentiating factors. The most obvious is statesmanship, Brooke's
other long suit and the one quality Peabody lacks conspicuously.
Brooke's Attorney General was not a two-fisted racket buster. He was
thoughtful, methodical, inexorable. In typical photographs Brooke studies
a law book or ponders a decision with head on hand. He recruited talented
young lawyers as Assistant Attorneys General, and took as much credit for
their recruitment as for the actions their work made possible. His office
proposed an average of forty pieces of legislation a year (including a high
way codification bill which ran to 390 pages), significantly reduced the
backlog of land damage cases, received and processed through a new agency
some three thousand complaints of wrongdoing, and successfully sought
indictments of more than a hundred individuals and corporations for alleged
larceny, conspiracy, and bribery.
The image which Brooke projects in public appearances complements the
no-nonsense atmosphere of his office. On the few occasions when he
has allowed strong feelings to color his speech—as in the striking remarks
following Peabody's concession in tbe early hours of November 9th—Brooke
has demonstrated that he can inspire and incite. His voice is deep, flexible,
and pleasing, his face expressive, his gestures easy, and his instincts those
of the accomplished platform orator.
But he much prefers measured tones and measured language. Pyrotechnics
have been less in evidence tban the intelligence, humanity, and determina
tion he displays most convincingly in conversational style. His delivery is
typically low-keyed, deliberate. The language is clear and efficient, figured
sparingly, and as free from striking phrases as it is from cliches. The sub
stance is solid: he speaks to difficult questions more directly than most,
eschews platitudes, and takes the shorter course when two words will do as
well as three.
He extemporizes easily and effectively with or without notes and handles
a manuscript well. Listeners do not lose their awareness of his presence.
When Brooke speaks, the speech is Brooke; his personaHty is strong, attrac
tive, admirable. He wins supporters without seeming to plead his case.
The dominant tone is competence and in Massachusetts it was enough.
Gompetence set him off sharply from the likeable but bumbling Peabody and
induced a million two hundred thousand Bay Staters to vote for a statesman
who happened to be a Negro. But will competence plus a degree of
subdued personal magnetism be enough to impress a broader electorate or,
indeed, enough to defeat a future opponent who sparks voter imagination?
The history of electronic campaigning suggests that Brooke cannot increase
his national stature—and perhaps not even maintain it—^without the pyro
technics he now avoids.
Therein lies Brooke's dilemma. Full utilization of his undoubted capacity
for stirring, articulate speech is probably essential, but it also would probably
be fatal. Brooke's political success has required dissociation from the Negro
stereotype. Although they have elected the first Negro Senator of this
century, Massachusetts voters did not cast their ballots for a Negro. They
voted for integrity and competence of a high order—qualities not present
in the Negro stereotype. Eloquence unfortunately is. Brooke delivering a
(Continued on page 53)
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NEWS NOTES FROM THE CHAPTERS
Euited by Roblbt O. Wkiss
Judge Carl W. Rich Library Dedicated
THE JUDGE CARL W. RICH RECOGNITION LIBRARY was dedicated as a
part of the TKA Memorial Room at Butler University, September 16, 1966.
At a luJicheon on the Butler campus attended by some fifty friends of
Judge Rich, a elieck for $2,000 was presented to Dr. Nicholas M. Cripe
as DSR-TKA chapter sponsor and to Butler University. The purpose of
the fund is the establishment of a forensics library for research purpj).ses.
As complete a collection as possible of the journals of TKA, DSR, PKD,
AFA, and the various national iuid regional speech journals is planned. As
complete a collection as can be made of pa.st and present argumentation
and debate textbooks also will be housed in the library. A historv- and
record of various outstanding debate tournaments might be collected here
for future reference and comparisons. This library' was made possible
through the efforts of Mrs. Arthur O. Caldwell, former sponsor of the Uni
versity of Cincinnati Tau Kappa Alpha chapter, Dr. Martin Bryan, Depart
ment of Speech, University of Cincinnati, and friends of Judge Rich in
recognition of his effective and intelligent speaking.
Carl W. Rich, who was honored in 1961 as one of Tun Kappa .Alpha's
r
y-
Dr. Nicholas M. Cripe, Judge Carl W. Rich, Mrs. Arthur O. Caldwell, ond Dr.
Mortin Bryan (left to right) participated in the ceremony dedicoting the forensics
library in honor of Judge Rich at the TKA Memorial Room ot Butler University.
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Distinguished Sons, was awarded an honoraiy degree of Doctor of Laws
from the University of Cincinnati in 1959. He was bom in Cincinnati, Ohio,
and has lived in the Queen City all his life. After graduating from the
University of Cincinnati's College of Liberal Arts and College of Law, he
served as instructor on the faculty and coach of the debating team at the
University of Cincinnati for seven years. In 1924, Judge Rich was admitted
to the Ohio Bar; he has practiced continuously since that time.
During his career in politics, Carl Rich has served three years as Assistant
City Solicitor and Assistant Prosecutor of the city of Cincinnati, three terms
as Prosecuting Attomey of Hamilton County, nine years in the Cincinnati
City Council during which time he served as Mayor three times, and two
terms as Judge of the Common Pleas Court of Hamilton County. Also,
Judge Rich has served one term as United States Representative from the
First Congressional District of Ohio.
In addition to being a member of Tan Kappa Alpha, Judge Rich has
been affiliated with Phi Alpha Delta, Omicron Delta Kappa, and Lambda
Chi Alpha. His continued help to his fellow men will be realized as students
of speech have research materials available to them in THE JUDGE CARL V/.
RICH RECOGNITION LIBRARY at the TKA National Memorial Center at
Butler University, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Public Debates at West Virginia University
West Virginia University accepts the philosophy that debating is valuable
training for citizens in a democracy. Thus, in addition to a full schedule
of toumament debates, the University sponsors an active and diverse pro
gram of other debate activities.
One of these activities is a series of intercollegiate debates held on the
WVU campus. Under the co-sponsorship of Mountainlair, the student rmion,
four schools are invited to participate in the campus series. Last year Wayne
State, Maryland, Ceorgetown, and Duquesne came to Morgantown for
public debates. In previous years Ohio State, Pittsburgh, Kentucky, Rich
mond, and Michigan State competed in this series. Topics debated include
diplomatic recognition of Communist China, withdrawal from Vietnam, the
War on Poverty, God is Dead, and the intercollegiate propositions. The
format for the public debates permits audience participation, and a neutral
critic judge is invited to render a decision and offer a critique.
In addition, a series of television debates is aired, in color, from the
nearby studios of WJAC-TV, Johnstown, Pennsylvania. The programs are
one-half hour in length and feature a modified cross-examination format.
Last year, Penn State, Clarion, St. Vincent, and Duquesne appeared on
the programs with West Virginia to debate topics of national and inter
national interest. These two activities have helped considerably in elevating
the prestige of debating at West Virginia University.
Region Five Discussion Conference
The annual discussion conference sponsored by Region Five of DSR—
TKA was conducted at Indiana State University on October 14 and 15,
attracting fifty-one students from ten chapters in the region. Dr. Otis J.
Aggertt was the conference director.
The event consisted of five rounds of discussion and speeches in the area
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of the national debate proposition. Ann Splete of Ohio Wesleyan University
and John Crook of Wabash College were awarded plaques for their out
standing participation.
At this conference Theodore J. Walwik of Butler University was elected
as the new regional governor.
Distinguished Alumni Awards 1967
This announcement invites all chapters to submit nominations for the
annual DSR-TKA Distinguished Alumni Awards. A summary of the criteria
and procedures follows. After reviewing these, chapters should forward
their nominations with supporting materials (six copies) so as to reach the
committee chairman no later than January 15, 1967. Inquiries or other
correspondence may be addressed to any committee member. The condi
tions governing the award are as follows:
I. CRITERIA: By official DSR-TKA action the award(s) are intended
to honor alumni of either of the two former societies or the present organiza
tion. It is the intent of this award to recognize alumni who are recognized
as outstanding in their profession as well as effective, intelligent, and
responsible speakers. Thus, opportunity is provided to consider both theo
rists and practitioners.
II. NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS: It is intended that this award be distinc
tive, not only by reason of the stature of the recipients, but by the number-
that are chosen each year. The committee has recommended that no mini
mum number of individuals be chosen, but anticipates that the customai-y
policy will be to select not more than three or four persons.
III. PROCEDURE FOR SUBMITTING NOMINEES: Individual(s) nom
inated must be an alumnus (i) as indicated above, but need not be a member
of the chapter submitting the nomination. Full supporting materials in out
line form covering each nominee's education, public service, activities, publi
cations (if any), evidence of contributions to the field of public address,
honors, awards, and the like, should be submitted (six copies) to the
chairman of the selection committee. This suggests the type of information
desired and the form in which it should be presented, while providing
sufficient flexibility to make possible the full presentation of any nominee's
qualifications. Nominations should be signed by both the chapter president
and the faculty sponsor.
IV. PROCEDURE FOR FINAL SELECTION: The present committee on
the Distinguished Alumni Awards will be responsible for evaluating the
nominees and recommending those to be honored.
V. NOTIFICATION AND PRESENTATION: The person or persons to
receive the Distinguished Alumni Award will be notified by letter from
the office of the National President. Whenever possible, recipients of the
award will be urged to receive the recognition in person. When possible
and appropriate, one or more of the recipients who find it possible to be
present in person to receive the award will be asked to present a brief
statement. Whether present or not, each recipient will be asked to send a
brief statement (approximately two hundred words) accepting the award.
Presentation of the award(s) will be made by the National President
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at an appropriate ceremony at the national conference, accompanied by
announcements in both professional publications and the mass media con
cerning the nature of the award(s) and the recipient(s). In cases where
recipients cannot be present at the national conference, the actual presen
tation of the award will be made under an-angements mutually satisfactory
to the recipient and the chapter or chapters nominating the individual, or
so located as to make this possible.
VI. TYPE OF AWARD: The recipients will be presented with an appro
priately engraved scroll and a new DSR-TKA pin with the individual's
name, the date, and "Distinguished Alumni Award 19—" engraved on the
back, or a suitably engraved plaque.
VII. DEADLINE: Deadline for submission of nominees for the 1967
award is January 15, 1967. Six copies of all materials is required.
MEMBERS OF THE 1966-1967 COMMITTEE:
Robert B. Huber
Franklin R. Shirley
John Keltner
Thorrel B. Fest
Lillian Wagner, Chairman
BROOKE'S DILEMMA
(Continued from page 49)
spirited address to a political rally would look and sound to too many white
voters too much like Stokely Carmichael inciting a riot.
Whether the nation will focus on Brooke's quahties rather than his color
is the central issue which makes his career in Washington especially inter
esting and important.
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Code Chapter Name, Address Faculty Sponsor
AA Alabama, University, Ala Annabel D. Hagaad
AB Albion, Albion, Mich. D. Duane Angel
AC Allegheny, Meadvllle, Pa Nels Juleus
AD Alma, Alma, Mich. Robert W. Srnith
AE American, Washington, D. C. Jerome B. Polisky
AF Amherst, Amherst, Mass. Thomas F. Moder
AG Arkansas, Foyetteville, Ark
AH Auburn, Auburn, Ala Jim Vickrey
BA Boll State, Muncie, Ind David W. Shepord
BB Bates, Lewiston, Maine Brooks Quimby
BC Bellormine, Louisville, Ky Rev. Joseph Morgan Miller
BD Beloit, Beloit, Wise Carl G. Bolson
BE Bereo, Bereo, Ky. Emerson M. Therrioult
BF Birmingham-Southern, Birmingham, Ala Sidney R. Hill, Jr.
BG Boston, Boston, Moss.
BH Bridgewoter, Brldgewoter, Vo. Don BIy
Bl Brighom Young, Provo, Utah Jed J. Richardson
BJ Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y. James R. Johnson
BK Brown, Providence, R. I.
BL Bucknell, Lewisburg, Pa. David E. Horlocher, Frank W. Merritt
BM Butler, Indianapolis, Ind. Nicholas M. Cripe
CA Capitol, Columbus, Ohio Thomas S. Ludlum
CB Corleton, Northfield, Minn Ado M. Harrison
CC Cose Institute of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio Donald Morston
CD Chicago, Chicago, III. Richard L. LoVarnwoy
CE Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio Rudolph F. Verderber
CF Clark, Worcester, Moss Neil R. Schroeder
CG Clemson, Clemson, S. C. Arthur Fear
CH Colgate, Hamilton, N. Y. Carson Veoch
Cl Colorado, Boulder, Colo. George Matter
CJ Colorado, Colorado Springs, Colo. James A. Johnson
CK Connecticut, Storrs, Conn John W. Vlondis
CL Cornell, Ithaca, N. Y. Jahn F. Wllsan
CM Cornell, Mt. Vernon, Iowa Walter F. Stromer
CN Creighton, Omaha, Neb Rev. Robert B. Borgen, S.J.
CO C. W. Post College of L. I. Univ., Greenvale, N. Y. Arthur N. Kruger
DA Dartmouth, Hanover, N. H Herbert L. James
DB Davidson, Davidson, N. C Rev. Will Terry
DC Denison, Gronville, Ohio Lionel Crocker
DD Denver, Denver, Colo Roy V. Wood
DE DePouw, Greencastle, Ind. Robert O. Weiss
DF Dickinson, Carlisle, Pa. Herbert Wing
DG Duke, Durham, N. C. Joseph Coble Weatherby
EA Earlham, Richmond, Ind Howard Gongwer
EB Eastern Kentucky State, Richmond, Ky Aimee Alexander, Robert King
EC Elmira, Elmira, N. Y. (Mrs.) Betty G. Gardner
ED Emory and Henry, Emory, Vo. H. Alan PIckrell
EE Emory, Atlanta, Go. James Z. Rabun, Glenn Pelham
EF Evansville, Evansville, Ind. Lynne J. Mlady
FA Florida, Gainesville, Flo Donald E. Williams
FB Florida State, Tallahassee, Fla. Gregg Phifer
GA Georgia, Athens, Go. Merwyn A. Hayes
GB George Washington, Washington, D. C. George F. Henigan, Jr.
GC Grinnell, Grinnell, Iowa William Vanderpaol
HA Hamilton, Clinton, N. Y J. Franklin Hunt
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HB Hampden-Sydney, Hampden-Sydney, Va. D. M. Allan
HC Hampton Institute, Hampton, Vo. Jacob Miller
HD Hanover, Hanover, Ind. Stanley B. Wheater
HE Harvard, Cambridge, Mass. Harry P. Kerr
HP Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii Orland S. Lefforge
HG Hiram, Hiram, Ohio William Clark
HH Howard, Washington, D. C Leroy E. Giles
lA Idaho, Moscow, Idaho Ernest Ettlich
IB Illinois, Urbona, III. Joseph W. Wenzel
IC Indiana, Bloomington, Ind. E. C. Chenoweth
ID Indiana State, Terre Haute, Ind. Otis J. Aggertt
IE Iowa State, Ames, Iowa E. M. Bodaken
IF Iowa, State College of Cedar Falls, Iowa Lillian R. Wagner
IG Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa Gene Eakins
JA John Carroll, Cleveland, Ohio Austin J. Freeley
KA Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas Donn W. Parson
KB Kansas State, Manhattan, Kansas Ted J. Barnes
KC Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. Gifford BIyton
KD Kings, Wilkes Barre, Pa. Robert E. Connelly
KE Knox, Galesburg, III. Donald L. Torrence
LA Lehigh, Bethlehem, Pa. H. Barrett Davis
LB Lincoln Memorial, Harrogate, Tenn. Earl H. Smith
LC California State, Long Beach, Calif. Reto E. Gilbert
LD Louisiana State, Baton Rouge, La. Harold Mixon
LE Loyola, Baltimore, Md. Stephan W. McNlernoy
LF Loyola, Chicago, III. Donald J. Stinson
MA Manchester, North Manchester, Ind Ronald D. Aungst
MB Mankato State, Mankato, Minn. Dennis Bormann
MC Marquette, Milwaukee, Wis. Joe Hemmer
MD Maryland, College Park, Md. Jon M. Fitzgerald
ME Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass Ronald Matlon
MF Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. Richard Kirshberg
MG Memphis State, Memphis, Tenn. Charles Wise
MH Mercer, Macon, Georgia Helen G. Thornton
Ml Miami, Coral Gables, Fla. Frank Nelson
MJ Miami, Oxford, Ohio Bernard F. Phelps
MK Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich Kenneth E. Andersen
ML Michigan State, East Lansing, Mich. Jerry M. Anderson
MM Middlebury, Middlebury, Vt. C. D. Brokeley
MN Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. Robert Scott
MO Mississippi, University, Miss Ray A. Schexnider
MP Missouri, Columbia, Mo. Phil Emmert
MQ Montana State, Missoula, Mont. Ralph Y. McGinnis
MR Morehouse, Atlanta, Ga. Robert Brisbane
MS Morgan State, Baltimore, Md. Harold B. Chinn
MT Mount Mercy, Pittsburgh, Pa Thomas A. Hopkins
MU Mundelein, Chicago, III. Sister Mary Antonia, B.V.M.
MV Murray State, Murray, Ky. James Albert Tracy
MW Musklngum, New Concord, Ohio Judson Ellerton
NA Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb Donald O. Olson
NB Nevada, Reno, Nev Robert S. Griffin
NC New Hampshire, Durham, N. H. William O. Gilsdorp
ND New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M W. C. Eubonk
NE New Mexico Highlands, Las Vegas, N. M. Walter F. Brunet
NF New York, Fredonio, N. Y. Roy Hill
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NG New York (Univ. Hts.), New York, N. Y Jock Hosch
NH New York {Wosh. Sq.), New York, N. Y. Harold R. Ross
Ni North Corolino, Chapel Hill, N. C. —
NJ North Dokota, Grand Forks, N. D. John S. Penn
NK Northwestern, Evanston, III. Thomas B. McClain
NL Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind — Leonard Sommer
OA Oberlin, Oberlin, Ohio Daniel M. Roher
OB Occidentol, Los Angeles, Colif - Norman Freestone
OC Ohio, Athens, Ohio Ted J. Foster
OD Ohio Sfote, Columbus, Ohio Harold Lowson
OE Ohio Wesleyon, Delaware, Ohio Ed Robinson
OF Oklahoma, Normon, Okia - Poul Barefield
OG Oregon, Eugene, Ore W. Scott Nobles
OH Oregon State, Corvollis, Ore. — - Ralph W. Peterson
PA Pacific, Forest Grove, Ore. - - Albert C. Hingston
PB Pennsylvania, Philodelphio — - — - Miceal P. Corr
PC Pennsylvania State, University Park, Pa Clayton H. Schug
PD Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. - Robert Newman
PE Pomona, Claremont, Calif Hans Polmer
PF Purdue, Lafayette, Ind John Monsma
QA Queens College, Flushing, N. Y - - -
RA Rondolph-Macon, Ashlond, Vo. - Edgar E. MocDonold
RB Rhode Island, Kingston, R. I — Lee R. Polk
RC Richmond, Richmond, Va Bert E. Bradley, Jr.
RD Roonoke, Solem, Vo William R. Coulter
RE Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N. Y Joseph Fitzpotrick
RF Rockford, Rockford, III. Jeanette Anderson Hoffman
RG Rutgers, New Brunswick, N. J. - Jomes Wood
SA St. Anselm's, Monchester, N. H. - John A. Lynch
SB St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn. — - Williom R. McCleary
SC St. Lawrence, Canton, N. Y — — — Robert N. Manning
SD St. Mary's, Son Antonio, Texas - James Brennon
SE Samford University, Birmingham, Ala. Lindo Holl
SF San Francisco State, San Francisco, Calif Henry E. McGuckin, Jr.
SG University of California, Santo Barbaro, Colif Orlondo G. Boca
SH South Carolina, Columbia, S. C - Merrill G. Christophersen
S! South Dokoto, Vermillion, S. D. Harold W. Jordan
SJ Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif. - — John DeBross
SK Southern Methodist, Dallas, Texas Horold Weiss
SL Southwest Missouri State, Springfield, Mo. - Holt Spicer
SM Spring Hill College, Mobile, Ala. Bettie Hudgens
5N Stanford, Polo Alto, Calif. - - Kenneth E. Mosier
SO State University of New York at Albany, Albony, N. Y. .. David Fractenberg
SP State Univ. of N. Y., Horpur College, Binghomton Peter Kane
SQ Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y. — - Paul R. McKee
TA Temple, Philodelphio, Pa Ralph Towne
TB Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn - Robert L. Hickey
TC Texos, Austin, Texas J. Rex Wier
TD Texas Technological, Lubbock, Texos - P. Merville Larson
TE Tufts, Medford, Mass. Trevor Melio
TF Tulone, New Orleons, La Alex B. Locey, Jr.
UA Ursinus, Coilegeville, Pa, - A. G. Kershner, Jr.
UB Utah, Salt Loke City, Utah George A. Adomsor
UC Utoh Stote, Logon, Utah - Rex E. Robinson
VA Vonderbilt, Nashville, Tenn. .. Randall M. Fishet
VB Vermont, Burlington, Vt. Robert Huber
VC Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. John Groham
VD Virginia Polytechnic, Blocksburg, Vo. - E. A. Hancock
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WA Wabosh, Crowfordsville, Ind. — Joseph O'Rourke, Jr.
WB Woke Forest, Winston-Solem, N. C Fronklin R. Shirley
WC Washington, St. Louis, Mo. —_— — Herbert E. Metz
WD Washington, Seattle, Wash Dovid Strother
WE Washington ond Jefferson, Washington, Po. Robert J. Brindley
WF Woshington ond Lee, Lexington, Va. Wiliiom W. Choffin
WG Washington Stote, Pullman, Wosh. — —— Arthur B. Miller
WH Wayne State, Detroit, Mich. George W. Ziegeimueiler
Wl Waynesburg, Waynesburg, Pa. A. M. Mintier
WJ Weber State, Ogden, Utah Robert Mukai
WK Wesleyon, Middletown, Conn. Bruce Morkgrof
WL Western Kentucky Stote, Bowling Green, Ky. Rondoll Copps
WM Western Michigan, Kolamozoo, Mich. Chorles R. Helgesen,
Deldee Herman
WN Western Reserve, Cieveiand, Ohio Glair Henderiider
WO Westminster, New Wilmington, Po. Wolter E. Scheid
WP West Virginia, Morgontown, W. Va Wiiliam L. Bornett
WQ Whittier, Whittier, Calif —. George Paul
WR Wichita State, Wichita, Kansas - Mel Moorhouse
WS Willamette, Solem, Ore. Howard W. Runkel
WT Wiliiom and Mary, Williomsburg, Va. Donald L. McConkey
WU Williams, Williomstown, Moss. George G. Connelly
WV Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. Winston L. Brembeck
WW Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwoukee, Wis. Raymond H. Myers
WX Wittenburg, Springfield, Ohio Ernest Dayko
WY Wooster, Wooster, Ohio Horry Sharp
WZ Wyoming, Loromie, Wyo. Patrick Marsh
XA Xovier, Cincinnati, Ohio Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan, S.J.
YA Yale, New Haven, Conn Rollin G. Osterweis
YB Yeshivo, New York, N. Y. David Fleisher
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